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The JRStegano control is a.NET component. It was created for use only by the help at least third persons to extract datas and textstring from 24bit pictures. First time the JRStegano component was used it was done by embedding a font inside a 24bit picture. Unfortunately the way we used it it only allowed us to add all textsstrings
inside the same picture! So the next version of JRStegano component was done using the.NET technology and came with the ability to create PictureData streams, to add UserPasswords, datas inside the picture, and to add files to a predefined datafolder. The next version of JRStegano component is much more powerful and has
the ability to add many other textstrings and files. The user can easily add so many datas inside a picture. You can create any kind of picture and add so much datas, files, textstrings to it. As the picture is compressed inside the JRStegano component it comes with the ability to hide and extract those datas and textstrings inside
the original picture. The data in the picture is fully encrypted and to be able to extract the datas you have to enter a password. This password is 16bit (max length is 16). The datas and textstrings can be added by the editor; fully invisible. You can see and edit the picture by using any imageviewer. The additional textstrings can
only be seen and edited by using a special editor which is included in JRStegano. The picture itself can be edited by using any imageeditor. The picture is converted to 16bit BMP inside the netcomponent. After that the picture is uploaded to a predefined datafolder. "JRStegano" is the result of many years of work. The first version
(0.1) is included in the "Steganography and Data hiding for Everyone" book. You can find the latest JRStegano component here: JRStegano Components: - JRStegano.NET control - JRStegano.ocx - JRStegano.dll - JRSteganoHelp - JRSteganoDemo.exe (detailed demonstration) - JRSteganoDocumentation AddText,

JRStegano .NET Component PC/Windows

This component allow you to hide some data in a standard picture (PNG or BMP). The component uses a standard picture and encrypt the data using a 128bit encryption routine. As the standard picture is saved in a file system (with a 24bit width and height) you can save as much data as you want inside it. After the data was
encrypted, all the data is saved inside the standard picture. You can hide some data on different parts of the picture and set an optional password if you want to. And finally, if you do not want to have all the data inside the standard picture you can use the JRStegano.ocx to extract all the data. Please take a look to the on-line help
and the complete demonstration project. Requirements: ￭ Windows 2000 and higher versions. ￭ Pentium 100 MHz processor. ￭ 16MB memory. ￭ the required.NET language. Comes with complete on-line help and detailed demonstration project in.net language. Installation: Simply copy the component to your project folder and add
a reference to it. Or you can add the path to JRStegano.dll to the system PATH. To use it: It is necessary to add a reference to JRStegano.dll to your project. The three samples can be build into a VCL Form application with or without run-time. A single component which works with the image (picture) as data container, the Png or
Bmp picture. The component allows you to save a Bmp or Png file with optional data or remove data from the image. All data strings will be automatically hidden into a new file (with the same name as the image). The component will automatically encrypted all data strings into a hidden file. After the data was encrypted a
transparent and visible picture will be saved. The component comes with complete on-line help and detailed demonstration project in.net language. License: The component is distributed as freeware, but you need to have a JRStegano.dll to work with it. The component is distributed in source code and it can be modified and used
for any purpose. The component was testet on Win-XP, Win-7 and Win-8 with all operating systems and.net versions. JRStegano.net Component: The example comes with a small 3a67dffeec
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The JRStegano component is a component for the steganographic picture file. The picture file works with the original picture and this is even possible with some picture formats which don't support "embedded hidden data". The picture is build like a classic picture file inside the BMP or PNG images to make an authenticated data
file available for the user after the picture was decoded. This is the easier way to hide datas. JRStegano is the only component which hides the all datas and keys in one picture file. It is a starting point for creating the perfect Steganographic picture files for secrets, certificates, ect. The BMP and PNG images and picture files can be
perfectly hidden. JRStegano supports all Images formats. Here you can see an Image sample: This is the in-built demo application JRStegano.NET Component (JRStegano.exe). This.NET Component was built for saving the data to a file. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A picture which comes with the JRStegano
component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano
component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano
component. A Picture which comes with the JRStegano component. JRStegano.Net Component Features: The JRStegano component contains all features for any data to be added. The aim is to offer the user a all-in-one package for steganographic picture hiding and extraction. This means that the datas are encrypted and the keys
for decrypt are added to the picture. This is the perfect way of creating a perfect and authenticated Steganographic Picture file. The JRStegano component is a starting point

What's New In JRStegano .NET Component?

THE DESIGN The JRStegano.Net "JRStegano NET component" is based on a.Net control component for Steganographie. JRStegano is a component, which allows you to hide and extract any data file from a perfectly normal 24-bit BMP or PNG file. THE RESOURCES The jrsteganof.net "JRStegano NET component" uses the following
resources: ￭ JRStegano.dll- (file created by Steganos) ￭ jrstegano.ocx - control component ￭ jrsteganof2.dll - control component ￭ jrsteganof2ui.exe (interface) ￭ jrsteganofui1.dll (interface) ￭ JRStegano.lnk (ProgID) ￭ JRStegano.ico (ProgID) ￭ jrsteganoc.ico (ProgID) ￭ jrsteganocui.dll (ProgID) ￭ jrsteganocui1.dll (ProgID) ￭ jrstegano.ifr
(ProgID) THE COMPILATION The jrsteganof.net "JRStegano NET component" is compiled by copying the compiled jrsteganof.dll file and the.NET dll files (e.g. jrstegano.dll) into your project working directory. THE USE The JRStegano.NET component can be used as a plug-in control component. Just add JRStegano NET Component to
your Project and you are ready to use the JRStegano.Net features. All of the codes added to the picture will be automaticaly encrypted and stored in the datafile (datasize is limited by the picture width and height). If you want to only hide your data, use the ClearAllData function. You can use the ClearAllData function to format the
jrstegano picture and start a new datafile (with user defined datasize). To extract your datas just use the GetData, GetFilename, GetFile and GetText methods. To extract the text you can use the GetText Method. You can use the
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